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Truth vs. Fraud 

 

“The greatest enemy of any one of our truths may be the rest of our truths.”  

— William James 

 

Your truth is a powerful strength to achieve success in whatever you set out to do. Deciding 

not to live in your truth is disempowering and fraudulent. When we experience life from a 

place of fraud, we are lying to ourselves.  Our lies change and alter the truth of our stories 

and physically affect our bodies.  

 

Your truth as an individual is derived from your beliefs and life experience. This is the lens 

through which you see your world. Your judgments are shaped by your interpretation of your 

truth. Our perceptions and beliefs affect the lens through which we see truth.   

 

Take for example, a car accident. When police officers interview witnesses to a car accident, 

they often get many different accounts of what happened. Although each person witnessed 

the same accident, their version, or opinion, of what actually happened varies depending on 

where they stood, or their point of view.  

 

The question of what is true and what is not has been the subject of philosophical debate 

throughout human history.   Truth is a beautiful challenge that asks us questions about our 

integrity every day of our lives. In our coaching, we want to become attentive to the moments 

where integrity slips, when our clients (or we ourselves) are avoiding the truth. 

 

Fraud is an imposter, a person acting like someone he or she is not.   

Fraudulent behaviour can be described as ‘deception practiced for the sake of what is 

deemed a good purpose.’  In coaching, this “deception” may show up when clients are not in 

alignment with their deepest values. Maybe they are justifying something for what they see 

as a good reason. Some how along the way they convince themselves that what they are 

doing is right or what they believe is the truth when it may not be. 

 

Most people are very creative in the justifications that we use to deceive ourselves. 

Perception is reality, and reality is our truth.   A coach must listen carefully to their clients to 
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discern their clients’ perceptions and how their truth is serving them.  What is true for you 

may not be true for someone else. 

 

From a social behavioural perspective truth is a set of guidelines that we live by. We all have 

different truths based on our perceptions. There is also factual data and the context in which 

factual data is placed will be guided by our own truths. We often see this when we work with 

figures and financial records. The context in which we place financial figures will create a 

particular picture. We could place the exact same figures in another context and derive a 

whole new ‘truth’ about those figures.  

  

All truth is conditional on its context.    

Have you ever observed two people conversing about a topic that they do not agree on?   

They may have difficulty grasping the others point of view. This is because they have 

different truths.  Perception of truth determines what we hear. Many things are transpiring at 

the moment of the conversation.  Individual emotions and personal and professional 

experiences are subconsciously brought into the conversation.   These experiences 

influence viewpoints and perspectives in the conversation. 

 

Two people can be have the same experience or observe the same event, as in the car 

accident above, and yet they come away with very different truths.    All conversations and 

interactions we have with other human beings is based on our cognitive interpretations and 

our past experiences and beliefs. 

 

Therefore, it is important to know your truth.  This first step is empowering.  Knowing our 

truths allows us to grow and develop. Knowing the truth about who you are can be a 

wonderful experience and it can also be intimidating.  

 

Suspending judgement in the coaching relationship is critical to the success of your clients. 

In essence, we are saying, “Be fully conscious of what YOU believe to be the truth”. 

Coaching is the ability to hold two or more “truths” at the same time and examine them 

objectively. With our clients, we support the truth of any given situation by having them 

check their perceptions and beliefs. 
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Self Application 

How to Find the Truth 

It may not come to you immediately but if you are committed to knowing your truth, then you 

will find it. Meditation can move you into a relaxed mode and connect with our subconscious 

and unconscious thoughts to discover truth.  In Wilson’s book, Calm for Life, he talks about 

the brainwaves that occur when we operate in conscious, subconscious or unconscious 

states.  Overtime we can train ourselves to move between each of these states. This is a 

real performance enhancing ability that is used by athletes and highly successful people. 

When we move into a subconscious state or theta brainwave, we move into a meditative 

state. This allows us to get in touch with our subconscious mind. Our intuition is part of our 

unconscious state, delta brainwaves. This is done when we are sleeping. Our beliefs and 

values are part of our unconsciousness. Practising meditation can support you in moving 

through each of these brainwave states. Overtime you will be able to move into your 

unconscious state through meditation and bring information from there to your 

subconsciousness, then to your consciousness. This will allow you to know more about who 

you are. Ask yourself in a meditative state to find the truth about who you are and the 

strength to manage this truth. 

 

We can also engage friends to support us in our quest for the truth. Remember that they 

have their own truth so be very clear about what you are wanting from them. Reassurance 

and acknowledgement from a friend can support you at this moment in time. 

 

Living in the Truth 

To always live in the truth requires building structures to support you. Don Miguel Ruiz in his 

book, The Four Agreements, has four agreements that he believes we can live by. These 

agreements support us in living in the truth. The Four agreements are: 

 

1. Be Impeccable with your word 

2. Don’t take anything personally 

3. Don’t make assumptions 

4. Always do your best 

 

Each of these agreements reminds us to check in with who we are. The perceptions and 

beliefs that we hold may limit our ability to see the whole truth. We may be only seeing one 

side of the truth or part of the truth. If we are living in truth then we don’t judge people. If we 
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are living in truth then we accept others for who they are. We do not determine the truth 

about them. Rather we know that by living our own truth we are more open to receiving 

others. Living our own truth builds confidence and self esteem. It strengthens our focus and 

supports the fulfilment of our dreams and goals.  

 

Reflection 

 Think about your perception of truth. What are the behaviours that you see of 

someone living by the truth? 

 Think about your perception of being a fraud. What are the behaviours that you see 

as characteristic of being a fraud? 

 If the truth will set you free, what will fraud do? 

 

Coaching Application 

The Truth and our Clients 

There is your truth as a coach and your responsibility to tell the truth to your clients as you 

see it. That truth, in the form of objective feedback, is one of the most meaningful gifts we 

can offer our clients. At the same time, it can be extremely challenging to do. There are all 

kinds of reasons why we might hold back from being truthful with clients: we don’t want to 

hurt their feelings, it might not be the best moment, they might get angry, they might not like 

us or they might resent us. This “withholding” of the truth though can undermine the 

coaching relationship. If we think what they are doing is harmful, if we see them heading 

down the wrong path or one they have been on before, it is up to us to tell them the truth the 

way we see it. Remember this is not giving our opinion, but rather holding ourselves as 

coaches accountable. 

 

We as coaches must be willing to challenge our clients about their truths when we see that 

these truths (held beliefs) are holding them back. Clients appreciate that in our role as 

coaches we are willing to tell them the truth, no matter how uncomfortable that might be. 

 

It is important for the coach to remember that, when we offer our clients this objective 

feedback, what we are sharing with our clients is OUR truth, or what WE see to be true. It 

may or may not be THE truth. It is up to our clients to take that truth and do with it as they 

choose. They may decide to take it and explore it or they may decide to leave it. 
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Using Coaching to Learn the Truth 

There is an old tradition of biting on gold to check for its authenticity. The “bite test” was a 

quick way for gold prospectors to know if they had found real gold or “fool’s gold” - a piece of 

metal that appears to be but is not in fact gold. A bite into real gold would normally leave a 

mark, since gold is a soft metal. 

 

As “prospectors” seeking the truth in a coaching situation, coaches can use their own “bite 

test” when clients are absolutely convinced they are holding onto pure nuggets of truth.  

 

Lets look at an example of this.  

 

As a single mother, Martha was finding it tough to maintain long hours as a manager 

in a health food store and raise her teenage son, Brian. Since her work made her 

less available to be with Brian, she believed she had to impose strict rules on him.  

 

He had to be home at a certain time every day, he couldn’t go out at night during the 

week and he couldn’t have any friends at home when she was at work. Brian had not 

given her cause to distrust him, but she felt it was absolutely necessary to have this 

added control.  

 

This created great friction as Brian began to rebel against the rules she imposed. 

Soon they were at complete odds with one another and unable to communicate 

about the problem. Martha believed that her son was being unreasonable and 

insensitive to her situation as a single mother. 

 

 

What was Martha’s “truth” here? 

“You can’t ever trust a teenage boy to be on his own – you have to control him at all times.”  

 

Of course, teenagers can get into trouble, and parents do have a duty to guide them into 

positive activities. But by holding this “truth” up to examination, Martha’s coach helped her 

challenge its validity. Martha realized that in fact, her son had proven his trustworthiness on 

many occasions. What was behind her strict control was a fear that something bad could 

happen. This was the real “truth” of the situation with her son, and not that he was actually 

doing anything wrong. This awareness allowed her to relax her control and communicate her 
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concerns to her son. 

 

Demosthenes wrote, “Nothing is easier than self-deceit. For what each man wishes, that he 

also believes to be true.” 

 

Fraud and Self-deception 

In coaching, fraud and self-deception may show up when clients are not in alignment with 

their deepest values. Maybe they are justifying something for what they see as a good 

reason. Some how along the way they convince themselves that what they are doing is right 

or what they believe is the truth when it may not be. 

  

In the book Leadership and Self-Deception, the authors of the Arbinger Institute tell a story 

about self-betrayal.  Self-betrayal leads to perceiving the world in a self-justifying way, which 

they call “in the box” perception. They outline the process of self-betrayal or self deception in 

the following way: 

 

1.  An act contrary to what I feel I should do for another is called an act of “self-

betrayal.” 

2.  When I betray myself, I begin to see the world in a way that justifies my self-

betrayal. 

3.  When I see a self-justifying world, my view of reality becomes distorted. 

4.  So – when I betray myself, I enter the box. 

5.  Over time, certain boxes become characteristic of me, and I carry them with 

me. 

6.  By being in the box, I provoke others to be in the box. 

7.  In the box, we invite mutual mistreatment and obtain mutual justification. We 

collude in giving each other reason to stay in the box.” (p.102) 

 

Case Study 

Ben is a busy executive in a conveyancing company, who feels very confident and 

capable in the workplace, but completely inadequate in social situations. As a result, 

he spends upwards of 60 hours a week in the office. Ben is scathing of the 

performance of other staff and is known for his rude, abrupt manner and propensity 

for cutting people down to size for perceived failures. Ben expects that he will 

eventually move into the deputy CEO position at the firm. He believes that his hard 

work and dedication make him the obvious candidate. Given this, he is shocked, 
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when the CEO of the company, Anna, calls him in to discuss his performance and his 

career options. 

 

Anna explains that even though Ben’s long hours and dedication make him a 

considerable asset to the company, his appalling interpersonal skills undermine the 

performance of other staff. Anna says that she has noticed that many of them spend 

more time trying to avoid getting on the wrong side of Ben, than they spend adding 

value to the company. She also tells Ben, that Francesca, one of their highest billing 

team leaders, is moving on to another company and she has sited Ben’s lack of 

flexibility and support and his constant criticism as a major contributor to her decision 

to go. Anna tells Ben that she is aware of Ben’s ambition to move into the deputy 

CEO position and believes that it is still a possibility, but only if Ben addresses his 

interpersonal skills. 

 

Ben is shocked by Anna’s analysis of the situation. He believes that Francesca is just 

a whiner and a pain in the neck. He decides to engage a Career Coach to work out 

his options for the future and to find a company that will appreciate him. He also 

thinks that this will show Anna that he is serious about the Deputy CEO job. Ben tells 

his coach, Linda, that he wants her to be a sounding board for him so that he can talk 

about his work frustrations, in the hope that this will make him less angry at work. 

Throughout their sessions, Ben talks endlessly about the various staff who do not 

perform to his standards. Finally, Ben manages to admit to Linda that the reason he 

feels so angry with his colleagues is that work is all that he has in life, and he resents 

others with fuller lives, not taking it as seriously as he does. 

 

How, as coaches, can we get Ben out of his “box” where self-justification is blocking him 

from seeing what the truth is?  

 

As coaches, truth is one of the most valuable and powerful things that we can offer our 

clients. Perception is reality and reality is our truth. By revealing truth to our clients and 

having our clients check their perceptions and beliefs, we can work with our clients to find 

what is true for them, and in essence change their reality. 
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Reflection 

 How can you support your clients in coming to their own sense of truth about who 

they are? 

 What behaviours can you put in place as a coach to ensure that you don’t bring 

your “truth” to a coaching relationship? 

 What do you do if your client doesn’t really want the “truth”? 
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